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ABSTRACT Supply chains increasingly develop toward complex networks, both technically in terms of
devices and connectivity, and also anthropogenic with a growing number of actors. The lack of mutual trust
in such networks results in challenges that are exacerbated by stringent requirements for shipping conditions
or quality, and where actors may attempt to reduce costs or cover up incidents. In this paper, we develop
and comprehensively study four scenarios that eventually lead to end-to-end-secured sensing in complex
IoT-based supply chains with many mutually distrusting actors, while highlighting relevant pitfalls and
challenges—details that are still missing in related work. Our designs ensure that sensed data is securely
transmitted and stored, and can be verified by all parties. To prove practical feasibility, we evaluate the most
elaborate design with regard to performance, cost, deployment, and also trust implications on the basis of
prevalent (mis)use cases. Our work enables a notion of secure end-to-end sensing with minimal trust across
the system stack, even for complex and opaque supply chain networks.

INDEX TERMS Blockchain technology, reliability, security, trust management, trusted computing, trusted
execution environments.

I. INTRODUCTION
Supply chain management involves provisioning, internal
and external suppliers, vendors, logistics, bookkeeping, and
billing [1], [2]. Depending on the final product, supply
chains can be highly complex as they include a copious
number of actors and business interests, many interdependent
production steps, and potentially high levels of variability
and uncertainty [3], [4]. Opaque trust relationships in
large-scale distributed digital infrastructures—e.g., sensing
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and processing systems, complex communication paths, and
mobile networks—add to this significant level of complexity.

While corresponding technical research on supply chain
management largely and extensively focuses on the flow
of information [1], advances in Cyber-Physical Systems
(CPS) and in the Internet of Things (IoT), especially its
comprehensive sensing capabilities, highlight the importance
of considering the information’s origin and acquisition
processes. In this paper, we do not limit ourselves to a specific
type of sensor. As a result, the term ‘‘sensing’’ collectively
refers to different strains of data acquisition, ranging from
simple barcode scanners to image-based video capturing.
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Emergent paradigms like the Internet of Production [5]
or the Physical Internet [6], e.g., emphasize collaboration
between manufacturing companies with strong supply-chain
integration across computational infrastructures, involving
a ‘‘global logistics system that aims to move, handle,
store, and transport logistics products in a sustainable
and efficient way’’ [6]. These sensing-based approaches
have drastically reshaped business processes, resulted in
increasingly automated decision-making [7], [8], [9], and
established new application domains, including industrial
applications where IoT systems are used to monitor manu-
facturing processes [10], specifically in the context of intra-
corporate deployments [3], [9], [11]. Apart from academia,
IoT-oriented companies (e.g., upkeep [12], project44 [13],
or roambee [14]) also seize the moment to widely deploy
modern sensing technology in supply chains. Fittingly, recent
research also investigates the use of such sensing equipment
in the context of multi-stakeholder deployments that are char-
acteristic of complex supply chain networks [8], [15], [16].
The corresponding large number of actors opens up important
questions around cyber security, dependability, trust relation-
ships, authenticity, and accountability to enable robust and
resilient supply chains [17], [18].

Addressing the research gap of improving this data
reliability is an important and timely challenge [19]. In prior
work [17], we argued that end-to-end (E2E) secure means
of supply chain monitoring can be implemented using
Trusted Execution Environments (TEEs), tightly interwoven
with immutable storage such as immutable databases based
on Merkle trees [20] or public ledgers [21]. Specifically
for perishable supply chains—cold chains in food supply
or pharmaceuticals—E2E secure setups seem to introduce
acceptable infrastructure costs, enable near real-time moni-
toring and detection of incidents, and minimize the required
trust between the involved parties. This prior work covers
two aspects: (1) How to ensure that sensor data can be
trusted, especially if multiple stakeholders sense, forward,
process, and use the information, and (2) how and when
distrusting stakeholders can trust and rely on each others’
(historic) sensor data. However, due to the paper’s scope,
we left some design details and security considerations
for future work. Additionally, we only discussed selected
deployment aspects, did not feature varying levels of trust
relationships, and only briefly covered the performance and
security evaluations [17].

A. THIS PAPER
The overall complexity of modern supply chains is naturally
reflected in design choices for supply chain monitoring
systems, each of which involves different trust relationships
and systems costs. The overall impact of design decisions
when construing such a (secured) data processing pipeline is
not well understood, and the definite applicability of possible
solutions is unknown. With this paper, we intend to fill
this research gap. Specifically, we design, investigate and

compare several supply chain sensing scenarios concerning
the previously unexplored security implications, i.e., tam-
perproofness, authenticity, and accountability, the resulting
trust relationships, implementation costs, and performance.
In our evaluation, we resort to five common use cases and four
realistic misuse cases in supply chains to assess the technical
readiness. We further study the performance of all relevant
components. As a result, we move the trust in processed data
toward real-world requirements and explore the applicability
of secure E2E sensing in great detail.

B. CONTRIBUTIONS
Our main contribution is a comprehensive design of four
supply chain sensing and monitoring scenarios that involve
different approaches to acquiring, processing, and storing
sensed data based on the availability of trusted processing
elements, management infrastructure for cryptographic cre-
dentials, and tamperproof storage solutions. More in detail:
(a) We compile a universally-valid, EPCIS [22]-aligned

list of desirable supply-chain-sensing use cases that
expresses the respective sensor types, data volumes,
sensing frequencies, and latency requirements.

(b) We provide realistic and threatening misuse cases that
highlight the potential for actors to deceive others.

(c) We design, investigate, and rate different evolutions for
reliable end-to-end secure sensing scenarios that cover
all sorts of supply chains. We derive these designs itera-
tively, which allows for precisely configured real-world
deployments (individual needs and attacker models).

(d) We evaluate and discuss the performance, security
(misuse cases), and cost implications of the different
designs, and place them in the context of real-world use.

We emphasize that any market-ready E2E-secured design
should utilize TEE-based sensors and feature a processing
infrastructure that eventually persists an immutable trust
anchor. Such a design ensures trustworthy processing, long-
term availability and authenticity of all data, even in dynamic
settings, and with a minimal trusted computing base.

C. OPEN SCIENCE
Our paper’s evaluation artifacts are publicly available [23] to
ensure reproducibility and reusability.

D. IMPACT BEYOND SUPPLY CHAINS
We believe that our designs, analyses, and evaluation results
are useful beyond the scope of supply-chain monitoring
but can inform engineering decisions toward secure and
trustworthy distributed many-stakeholder systems in the
context of IoT, CPS, and for future critical infrastructures.
Our prototypic open-source implementation and software
development framework could be a valuable case study and
starting point for future research to build upon and extend.

II. BACKGROUND: TECHNICAL CONCEPTS
As a foundation for our work, we now give a concise overview
of the two most-relevant, technical (security) concepts.
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A. TRUSTED COMPUTING
Trusted computing is a set of hardware security mechanisms
to shield software on a device from untrusted access
[24], [25]. Based on a hardware root of trust, software can
isolate itself to become integrity and confidentiality protected
from the surrounding untrusted operating system [24]. While
different approaches can achieve this isolation, Trusted
Execution Environments (TEEs) are a popular method that
either provide separate trusted and untrusted environments,
like ARM TrustZone [26], or that granularly shield specific
memory regions, like Intel SGX [27] or Sancus [28]. In both
cases, TEEs typically enable isolated software to additionally
attest itself to remote stakeholders. This attestation allows to
bind an authenticated and encrypted communication channel
to a specific component on the trusted computing device,
giving the remote stakeholder the guarantee that they can
verifiably and securely communicate with specific software
on the device, which is useful for mutually distrusting
actors. Related work also demonstrates reliable attestation
mechanisms between TEEs from different vendors [29], [30].

Concerning IoT and environmental sensing, some TEEs
allow the direct (i.e., secure) control of peripherals by trusted
software [24], [25]. This feature enables remotely attestable
software to provide authentic and integrity-protected mea-
surements that are independently verifiable by remote parties.
We refer to them collectively as trusted sensors.

B. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Blockchain technology orthogonally can support the reliable
long-term storage of information in settings with mutually
distrusting parties. As immutable and distributed append-
only ledgers, blockchains utilize cryptography to irrevocably
link information-containing blocks to form a chain [31].
By appending new blocks, altering or removing older blocks
becomes computationally infeasible. Blockchains hence
achieve tamperproofness and can guarantee the existence of
data in distributed settings, replacing trusted third parties.
These long-term guarantees make blockchains a valuable
tool to enhance collaborations in (potentially) low-trust
supply chains [32], [33], [34]. Despite its accountability
features, scalability issues regarding computational and
storage overheads remain open challenges [35], [36] and
require careful consideration of the used consensus algorithm
and the amount of data to store [37]. A common approach
for minimizing both performance and storage overhead is to
only persist fingerprints of the data on the blockchain [33].
Simultaneously, fingerprints also mitigate common privacy
concerns.

Over time, different variants of blockchains have emerged,
namely public and permissioned. They offer different
trade-offs regarding accountability, privacy, and scalability:
While public blockchains are usually operated publicly
without focusing on a single use case and offer a high
degree of accountability, they particularly face scalability
issues and require special considerations of privacy aspects.

Permissioned (or private) blockchains usually offer better
scalability because they are tailored to specific applications
and operate with specialized consensus algorithms. However,
their degree of accountability is arguably weaker than with
public blockchains. Similarly, implementation details, the
chosen consensus algorithm as well as the blockchain’s scale,
i.e., the number of participating nodes, directly influence the
blockchain’s practical security and accountability guarantees.

III. SUPPLY CHAIN SENSING AND PROCESSING
Based on interactions with supply chain experts, we now
briefly illustrate supply chains, the involved actors, as well
as desirable sensing use cases while only presenting details
that are relevant for our setting—the sensing in supply chains.
Sourcing this overview, we then compile a list of goals
for the reliable data collection and processing in supply
chains.

A. SCENARIO OVERVIEW
Abstracted, supply chains primarily consist of a physical
dimension (the flow of shipments, parcels, products, and
paper-based documentation) and a digital one, which covers
the exchange of information and data along the supply chain.
Most importantly, supply chains are usually composed of
multiple stakeholders where, especially over multiple hops,
pre- and succeeding companies might not be trusted or even
known to data-processing actors. Thus, the digital dimension
requires securitymechanisms to ensure a trustworthy and reli-
able flow of information across companies and stakeholders.

1) INVOLVED STAKEHOLDERS
In supply chains, various actors can sense, forward, and
process information: (i) production-related commodity cor-
porations, manufacturing companies, and machine suppliers;
(ii) logistics-related shipping companies, customs author-
ities, and warehousing services; and (iii) sales-related
distributors, retailers, and customers. Particularly, sales-
related stakeholders are interested in the product’s origin, i.e.,
through its history of sensed data, whether it may be due to
fair-trade, sustainability, or authenticity needs. Thus, within
a supply chain, a multitude of (sensed) data can be demanded
and provided by individual stakeholders at the same
time.

2) SENSING AND MONITORING
Information on a shipment is critical for today’s supply
chain management, especially for new paradigms [5], [6].
Broadly, we identify three groups of shipment information:
(i) Tracking data, i.e., where the shipment is; (ii) monitoring
data, i.e., what condition the shipment is in; and finally,
(iii) information on the product itself (e.g., to swiftly adapt
production processes). Gathering and handling this data is
of utmost importance to the entire supply chain as it allows
companies to manage their processes and schedule their
operations.
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FIGURE 1. Overview of the logical actors: Sensing parties own sensors
and forward data to requesting parties who may share it with accessing
parties on-demand for later use (potentially significantly later in time).

3) RESEARCH GAP
From this brief description, we derive that the flow of
information and its distributed sensingwithin supply chains is
challenging and complex. Numerous threats during sensing,
forwarding, processing, and (long-term) storage arise due to
the large number of actors with potentially non-existing or
little trust relationships. Unfortunately, today’s supply chains
lack the technical means to satisfactorily address them. As a
result, many actors still use inefficient processes (e.g., paper-
based reports), do not collect desired information, or refrain
from trusting and utilizing received (remote) data.

Thus, we identify the need to provide actors with a secure
E2E sensing design to allow them to reliably (trustworthy and
timely) detect undesirable delivery statuses or environmental
conditions of their shipments and other issues, even when
untrusted stakeholders reported otherwise. In fact, we even
plan for distrust between stakeholders, where different
stakeholders have no prior reason to trust one another.
Long-term availability of data would further improve the
actors’ chances for accountability and (data) verifiability,
e.g., to unequivocally assign blame in case of disputes.
Hence, closing this research gap is especially beneficial for
issues that are not immediately noticeable, like a temporarily
interrupted cold chain.

B. LOGICAL ACTORS IN SUPPLY CHAINS
When analyzing the flow of sensed data in supply chains,
we identify three classes of logical actors: sensing, request-
ing, and accessing parties. We illustrate their relation in
Figure 1. Conceptually, each stakeholder can take the roles
of multiple logical actors simultaneously.

First, a sensing party owns and deploys the sensors in use.
It also makes sure to provide the sensed information to the
requesting party. The sensing party is usually a shipment
provider during transit, but for shipments with sensitive,
expensive, or fragile cargo, a customer might also request
the inclusion of its own sensors. Likewise, warehousing
departments can act as sensing parties when utilizing smart
readers to process incoming or outgoing shipments.

Second, requesting parties are the intended, original
recipients of sensed data, e.g., customers requesting details on
their purchase and the transit of their goods. The requesting
party may also be the sensing party (for documentation and
benchmarking purposes). Still, sensed information is usually
relevant to only one party. However, if shipment providers
group cargo by different customers in a single container,
all customers might be interested, e.g., in maintaining the

cold chain. Focusing on potential data availability needs, the
requesting party is responsible for the long-term storage.

Third, additional accessing parties might be interested in
the sensed information at a later point in time. Accessing
parties can be virtually any stakeholders that are concerned
with the supply chain, from production companies, over
suppliers, retailers, and governmental agencies, to end
customers. In this case, the sensed information is originally
shared by the requesting party, and if no direct business
relationship between the accessing and requesting party
exists, the information must pass multiple hops. For example,
following an accident, data might only become relevant after
years.

C. TYPICAL SENSING IN SUPPLY CHAINS
Based on the electronic product code information services
(EPCIS) industry standard [22], [38], we can identify a
number of relevant sensing use cases in supply chains. The
corresponding EPCIS data model captures the dimensions of
what, when, where, and why [22], the latter being irrelevant
in our scenario. The recent successor, which is intended
for state-of-the-art supply chain data interoperability, further
includes the dimension ‘‘how’’ [39], matching the research
gap of providing companies with reliable (sensed) data.

1) OVERVIEW OF RELEVANT USE CASES
When looking at different sensing applications within supply
chains, we identify five general use cases with increasing
(technical) complexity and processing requirements. They
are not limited to a single granularity (e.g., shipments only).
Instead, they can either be applied on a shipment, parcel,
or product level according to the specific use case needs.
By default, each measurement includes the dimensions what
(i.e., the focus of the measurement) and when (i.e., timing
information). Thus, we focus on where and how instead.

a: STATUS TRACKING
To track the status of a physical flow (along a supply
chain), requesting parties are interested in corresponding
status changes. For example, when handling a parcel, such
as moving it from a container to a warehouse or changing
the mode of transportation (e.g., from truck to aircraft), this
information, as well as its location (where), must be recorded.
This tracking can be achieved using stationary RFID readers
or BLE beacons (how). To the general public, this use
case is well-known from the last-mile tracking of consumer
parcels.

b: LOCATION TRACKING
If requesting parties also want to know the approximate
locations of products, they demand periodic or real-time
updates of the respective locations. Thus, location sensors
(how) must reliably sense this information (where). In the
context of consumer parcels, this sensed location data
is nowadays frequently available as part of last-mile
deliveries.
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TABLE 1. Technical overview and equipment of our use cases.

c: INTEGRITY MONITORING
Moreover, companies might also be interested in the
(physical) integrity of their shipments (where). For example,
pharmaceuticals, detailed documentation is even required
by law [40]. Likewise, potential violations regarding the
integrity of shipments cannot only result in monetary
damages but also in harm to humans (e.g., food poisoning).
Thus, precisely capturing such data and maintaining access
logs are important aspects. To this end, sensing parties can
deploy secure (smart) locks and other surveillance sensors
(how).

d: CONDITION MONITORING
Extending this previous use case to a continual or real-time
yet reliable monitoring (where) can be equally relevant. Most
prominently, inspecting compliance with the temperature
requirements is essential, e.g., to identify spoiled goods in
cold chains. Likewise, manufacturers of sensitive products
might define constraints for shipment environments. Thus,
deployed sensors must reliably provide this information
(how).

e: VISUAL MONITORING
When considering very valuable products or livestock in
transit, video-based monitoring (where and how) constitutes
another use case. While the corresponding image or video
feed might only be transmitted after specific triggers, e.g.,
opening after unlocking a smart lock or when exceeding
a specific noise threshold, the exact needs of the involved
stakeholders vary significantly depending on the setting.

In real-world deployments, stakeholders commonly rely on
a combination of these use cases. Depending on the exact
setting, several types of sensors with different densities must
be deployed: Location, temperature, humidity, air pressure
(altitude), light, shock (impact), acceleration, tilt, or weight
sensors, as well as smart locks and scanners (readers).

2) TECHNICAL PERSPECTIVE
In light of the associated computational burden of our use
cases, we also consider payload sizes and sensing frequencies
(i.e., the processing bandwidth). Latency is of interest to
guarantee a timely handling of sensed status or condition
changes. In Table 1, we provide an overview of these aspects.

Overall, most use cases have moderate needs when sensing
relevant information. The exact payload size depends on
the sensor in use, as well as the size of added context
information. For the first use case, status tracking, payload
sizes can range from 96 bit for the most common type of
RFID tags, up to 100KiB or more for specialized RFID tags
with extended user data [41]. Similarly, location tracking and
integrity monitoring can be realized in less than 1KiB, most
of the time. For condition monitoring, different sensor types
introduce varying payload sizes, with simple measurements
covering several bytes. In contrast, visual imagerymonitoring
or video feeds may lead to more excessive needs (far greater
than tens of kilobytes), depending on the required image
quality and resolution, as well as available compression
methods.

The sensing frequency for condition monitoring can be
comparably high (i.e., several measurements per minute).
However, the respective latency requirements are usually not
demanding because the condition monitoring can often not
be acted upon immediately during the transit of a shipment
but is instead intended to be an authoritative reference.
Essentially, while the information gathered by status and
location tracking may be needed within minutes of gathering,
integrity and condition monitoring only produce data that has
to become available within hours since the data gathering.
Data aggregation at the source could help to lower the
amount of data to transmit, especially if only data outliers
are of interest to requesting parties. Thus, the continual
transmission of large payloads is unlikely in most real-world
settings.

D. MISUSE CASES: CREDIBILITY THREATS
With multiple supply chain actors, we need to consider
several misuse cases in real-world settings that may deceive
the requesting or an accessing party, irrespective of their
nature, i.e., whether they constitute malicious activity [18],
honest mistakes, or carelessness. In this context, we derive
that all misuse cases build on one or multiple of the following
actions.

1) DATA TAMPERING
Parties might have an incentive to directly manipulate data
during transmission for various reasons, e.g., shipment
providers trying to cover up shipment treatment deficiencies.
This desire may especially emerge in case of accidents
that should not reflect negatively on a shipping com-
pany or once requesting parties try to deceive accessing
parties.

a: DATA HIDING
If direct data tampering is not possible, simply hiding the
existence of data or of a specific range of data may be equally
desirable. The lack of data may not be surprising to the
victim and could easily be blamed on unreliable technology
or environmental events such as power outages.
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b: DATA INJECTION
Amalicious party could attempt to insert forged information,
i.e., data that originates from unauthentic and unrelated
sources or is made up entirely. Similar to the previous misuse
cases, such actions could be useful to deceive actors and
convince them to accept the shipment conditions.

E. DESIGN GOALS FOR SECURE E2E SENSING
Based on these threats (misuse cases) and in line with prior
work [17], we now compile five pressing (technical) design
goals for end-to-end-secured sensing (in supply chains).
G1: Tamperproofness Sensor data must be verifiably

untampered when being assessed by the requesting or an
accessing party at any point in time. This property is vital
to ensure that sensor data can be relied upon by all parties.
G2: Authenticity The design must ensure that sensed

data verifiably originates from authentic sensors. Thereby,
malicious actors are prevented from (retroactively) forging
data. This goal covers both sensing and requesting parties.
G3: Completeness To truly enable E2E-secured sensing,

recipients (i.e., the requesting and all accessing parties) must
be able to verify that the data they receive is complete.
Consequently, other parties must be prevented from removing
or withholding any sensed data as well as the existence
of sensors. Apart from checking for data completeness
from a single sensor, recipients need to confirm that the
measurements of all relevant (i.e., deployed and expected)
sensors are available.
G4: Affordability Given the overhead of any technical

solution, both the (one-time) costs for additional hardware or
hardware upgrades and the associated operating costs should
be kept to a minimum. Consequently, new designs should be
careful to (i) avoid performing computation-intensive tasks
and (ii) not introduce excessive duty cycles during (regular)
operation. Otherwise, real-world deployments are unrealistic
on low-cost IoT devices, preventing widespread adoption.
G5: Latency AgnosticismAny solutionmust be agnostic to

any network latencies or network disruptions (offline periods)
experienced by the sensing nodes while generally supporting
frequent live updates to infrequent batch uploads.

These goals capture the actors’ reliability and security
needs. Fulfilling them would greatly improve the basis for
the decision-making of all involved stakeholders in a supply
chain. However, we still need to consider all relevant pitfalls.

IV. EVOLVING RELIABLE SENSING CONCEPTS
To conflate potentially-diverging business interests of several
stakeholders and the demand for increased transparency of
shipment status, integrity, and product properties, specifically
tailored yet flexible concepts are needed. Here, we pro-
pose our design that addresses the challenge of realizing
secure E2E sensing in modern supply chains. Considering
widely differing supply chain instances with differing needs,
we derive our design based on a four-layered scenario model,
which we illustrate in Figure 2. Our work bases on remote

FIGURE 2. Comparison of supply chain sensing scenarios with differing
security guarantees. The baseline (S0) does not provide trusted sensing.
S1 introduces trusted sensors but lacks data completeness. S2’s online
phase addresses this issue but lacks sensor completeness. Finally, S3
includes a tamperproof storage for fingerprints to ensure completeness.

attestation and authenticated communication. As a high-level
overview, we summarize the implications of each design
stage on trust, security, and deployment aspects in Table 2.
The core attacker model that our design needs to protect

against stems from the amalgamation of actors and their
technical capabilities described in Section III-B as well as the
misuse cases described in Section III-D. As such, the system
needs to protect against powerful attackers that have strong
capabilities akin to the Dolev-Yao model [42] and can have
full control over local execution as well as the capability to
control network messages. These attackers are only limited
by protocols that use established cryptography. On sensors
as well as on cloud resources, these capabilities express that
attackers are able to locally compromise the entire untrusted
execution context except for hardware security mechanisms
such as TEEs. When desired, these attackers can also
completely isolate devices, drop specific messages, or replay
old messages. Where external services and reputation-based
stakeholders are involved, we assume a slightly less powerful
threat model based on the malicious-but-cautious attacker
model [43] due to the fact that cloud or database providers
might collaborate with stakeholders but will be limited by
actions that do not compromise their reputation.

In the following, we first introduce a traditional baseline
sensing scenario in Section IV-A. In Section IV-B, we then
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TABLE 2. Comparison of the key design aspects in terms of security and deployment considerations for the scenarios in Figure 2.

outline and evolve our design decisions to secure this supply
chain. Subsequently, in Section IV-C, we briefly introduce
optional components, and, in Section IV-D, we then elaborate
on the technical details of the distilled, most-secure scenario.
Finally, we discuss deployment challenges in Section IV-E.
We defer a discussion on the security and limitations of secure
E2E sensing to Section VI.

A. BASELINE SCENARIO: (INSECURE) STATUS QUO
Figure 2 illustrates a baseline scenario, which we denote as
S0. Divided into arbitrarily many sensors and three remote
stakeholders, the scenario centers around a storage database
that is written to by sensing parties, e.g., shipment providers,
to register shipments and their involved sensors. Each of these
sensing parties is assumed to have its own server infrastruc-
ture, denoted as a per-entity server. The database may be
maintained by an external party or by a shipment provider and
should use, e.g., TLS certificates for authentication. Sensors
registered to shipments regularly upload data to the database,
which allows authenticated clients to retrieve the data and
compare it to their expectations. In all discussed scenarios,
clients are seen as an entity that accesses and verifies data,
and can, as such, belong to any requesting or accessing party.
At this level of abstraction, we focus on the trust a client has
toward the other entities, and work toward an environment
where the client has to maintain minimal trust in them.

Table 2 lists the guarantees given by the respective designs.
The baseline scenario does not guarantee to clients that
data has not been altered, deleted, or hidden. The overview
shows that this, in practice, well-established baseline scenario
only works in supply chains with already existing trust
relationships. By being focused on cost-efficiency (G4), only
a minimum of financial investments for sensor hardware and
standard cloud computing costs is necessary.

However, this scenario is not suited for low-trust environ-
ments or for ensuring information integrity (G1–G3). Thus,
in the following, we iterate on these trust assumptions to
reach a situation where the remaining assumptions are either

TABLE 3. Steps to verify the validity in each sensing scenario.

unavoidable or can be accommodated by external means
outside of the system design. Since such a reduction in trust
necessarily comes with an increased burden on the client to
verify a shipment’s validity, Table 3 keeps track of the steps
a client needs to take. In S0, simple validation of the sensor
data for acceptable parameters suffices.

B. EVOLUTION TOWARD TRUSTWORTHY SENSING
As a first measure to guarantee data authenticity (G2), i.e., to
ensure a verifiable information origin and prevent tampering
with submitted data (G1), we extend the base scenario with
S1 to rely on trusted sensors. Attestation, as well as encryp-
tion and authentication of all communication, guarantee that
involved stakeholders and external actors cannot tamper with
data. In both S0 and S1, sensor measurements can be cached
offline (locally) until the shipment is completed, and can then
be uploaded to the database as a whole dataset. Thus, the only
effective change from S0 to S1 is the added hardware cost of
employing trusted sensors, the added key management on the
side of the sensing party, and the clients’ added computational
effort to also verify the integrity and authenticity of the
data, ensuring that it originates from and is signed by
the trusted sensors involved in the shipment. Nonetheless,
without further measures, malicious stakeholders can still
hide measurements (violating G3), either selectively or also
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a whole range of data starting at an arbitrary moment during
shipment (data hiding).

To overcome these issues, the next scenario, S2, includes
online phases at the beginning and the end of each shipment.
During the first online phase, a sensor initializes the
shipment by registering itself in the database to confirm
its existence and relevance for the shipment. As soon as
the shipment is completed, sensors finalize the shipment
during the second online phase, indicating the number of
measurements of this sensor during the shipment. While
the initialization of the shipment signals a clear start of
the shipment for future validation, the finalization ensures
that no individual measurements are hidden, strengthening
data completeness (G3). By involving the trusted sensors
in an online phase, clients can verify that no data was lost
in the database before sensing started, and that the sensing
terminated only upon the final message in the database
that also contains the number of measurements during this
period. This improvement comes with the added requirement
of a live network uplink during the start and end of a
sensing period, in addition to the overhead of maintaining
an infrastructure that allows the database and sensors to
communicate directly with each other. Additionally, the start
and end mechanisms have to be actively triggered from the
outside, which can happen automatically when a sensor is
turned on or through a message from a control server, i.e.,
as part of a hand-over procedure during shipping. We discuss
all associated deployment considerations in Section IV-E.
While S2 already greatly reduces the trust assumptions

by the client, it still does not entirely prevent data hiding
by removing all data of a sensor. A maliciously acting
stakeholder could attempt to retroactively delete all records
of a specific sensing from the database before the client
accesses this information to filter out sensors with potentially
encumbering measurements. Although this attempt might
assume a high degree of criminal energy, S3 takes this
threat into account. Instead of solely relying on a potentially
manipulable database, the respective fingerprints for ship-
ment initialization and finalization are additionally stored on
a tamperproof storage (e.g., a permissioned blockchain [33];
we measure the performance of Quorum—a permissioned
blockchain—in our evaluation, cf. Section V-A3). To enable
a strict ordering of events, the shipment provider is required
to also store a fingerprint of the shipment registration on the
same tamperproof storage prior to the first sensor initializa-
tion. Thereby, we prevent retroactive hiding of sensors and
ensure data inclusion for all client verifications. Although
primarily relevant for ensuring data completeness (G3),
the tamperproof storage further strengthens tamperproofness
(G1) and authenticity (G2) in the presence of criminally
acting parties. Since the tamperproof storage only stores
fingerprints in the form of cryptographic hashes, its usage
neither reduces privacy nor scalability. Next, we detail the
technical aspects, the information flow, and the respective
implications on data trustworthiness and security of our final
design.

C. OPTIONAL COMPONENTS IN E2E SENSING
In addition to the main components of our designs (sensors,
per-entity server, and database), and for S3, also a tamper-
proof storage, our design can further be extended with two
optional and use-case-specific components.

A transmission gateway can be located in proximity of
the (trusted) sensors to serve as a cryptographically-passive
on-path relay that buffers data or simply serves as a network
hub. It can be untrusted and does not require any trusted
computing hardware. Overall, it can relieve (lightweight)
sensors from the overhead of (i) supporting and managing
(wireless) communication or (ii) accounting for sufficient
buffer sizes (e.g., in use cases with longer offline periods).

In contrast, a computational bridge is equipped with
a TEE to allow for cryptographically-attested on-path
manipulations of the sensed data, e.g., to filter or aggregate
measurements. Hence, they can also relieve lightweight
sensors from complex (pre-)processing tasks. While the
resulting computing requirements entail higher deployment
costs in practice, computational bridges allow sensing actors
to reliably reduce the amount of data that needs to be
forwarded, stored, and processed without violating any of the
introduced end-to-end security guarantees of our work.

D. SECURE E2E SENSING: TECHNICAL GUARANTEES
S3 additionally stores the shipment registration as a finger-
print (cryptographic hash) in the tamperproof storage for
two reasons. First, it creates a non-refutable link of used
sensors to the shipment. Since the entry is signed by the
shipment provider and integrity-protected by the storage, the
sensors cannot be disassociated from the shipment anymore.
Second, the entry in the storage serves, via relative ordering,
as a timing marker for the sensors themselves when they
register. Without this ordering, associating sensor data and
shipment registration across different types of storage can
be difficult. In this context, any sensor activation succeeding
a shipment registration that includes this sensor is attached
to the shipment, in contrast to requiring time keeping for
every sensor. Hence, the long-term reliability of sensed data
also depends on the security guarantees of the selected
tamperproof storage. When opting for a blockchain-based
ledger in S3, the underlying consensus algorithm and the
type of blockchain, i.e., a permissioned or permission-
less variant, especially influence these security guarantees
(cf. Section II-B).
Once a shipment is registered, sensors can be activated

and start with their online phase to initialize the sensing.
This process again serves two purposes: First, the sensor
uploads and verifies the upload of a non-refutable and signed
statement that it is now active and can start sensing. This
prevents retroactive claims by the shipment provider that the
sensor was never active and thus never produced any data.
Second, the sensor can provide additional metadata in this
initialization message, such as starting conditions or even
relative IDs that it uses as start markers in its sensing data.
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Due to these purposes, the sensor requires a response from
the storage that its entry was included in the database, which
requires local verification before the sensor starts operating.
In Section IV-E, we discuss how a check of this inclusion
proof impacts the sensors’ performance requirements.

After initializing the shipment and securing it in the
tamperproof storage, the sensors start their operation and
upload sensor data to the database, using an internal
counter to keep track of the number of measurements made.
By design, every sensor data that is stored in the tamperproof
storage is also signed to prevent data integrity attacks during
data upload. The final measurement counter is then used in
the finalization of the shipment to announce and persist it
reliably. The last step is again part of an online phase to
ensure that the final measurement is also captured in the
fingerprint that will be persisted in the tamperproof storage,
i.e., the sensing has been terminated gracefully and covers all
data.

As a result, clients can (i) retrieve the shipment regis-
tration for metadata, (ii) retrieve data of each sensor, and
(iii) verify the authenticity and integrity of all received data
to ensure it originated from this sensor. Figure 4 in the
appendix illustrates the sequence diagram of this verification
process.

E. CRUCIAL DEPLOYMENT CHALLENGES
Across these scenarios, various deployment challenges arise:
We now discuss the associated key management, nuances
for existing trust relationships with the storage provider,
checking of inclusion proofs, and the support for optional
components.

1) KEY MANAGEMENT
For all scenarios using a trusted sensor (i.e., all but S0), the
deployed sensors have to directly communicate with one or
multiple storages. To do so securely, sensors and storage have
to authenticate each other, which is usually realized through
some form of multi-level public key infrastructure (PKI).
Sensing parties are expected to pre-deploy devices with keys
that exist within this PKI, which can be used by the storage
to authenticate the sensor.

Lightweight architectures (e.g., Sancus [28]) may not be
able to utilize PKI cryptography, i.e., they only support
symmetric key operations. This constraint, however, is simply
a deployment concern, as sensing parties can also distribute
symmetric keys that are rotated after each shipment, for
example, by communicating them to the storage for a
specific shipment. Alternatively, a computational bridge (cf.
Section IV-C) in the form of a more powerful TEE can
serve as an on-path processing node between the (trusted)
sensor and the database. Since such bridges may also
support lightweight sensors by performing the inclusion
proof checking, our prototype implementation utilizes one
computational bridge to accurately assess the performance
impact of such a design.

2) TRUST IN THE STORAGE PROVIDER
We envision an immutable ledger for the tamperproof storage
in S3. However, its exact realization can vary based on the
considered trust model. For example, if a single trusted entity
exists, they could maintain a singular trusted database that
also serves as tamperproof storage. As such, our design S3
may, in some situations, be equivalent to S2 if the storage
database can be seen as a trustworthy alternative.

Related work provides certain database functionality from
inside a TEE [44], [45], which could be another method
to establish trust in the database, removing the need for a
dedicated tamperproof storage. If the provider running this
service can then be verifiably prevented from performing
rollback attacks on the data, these concepts are a viable
alternative to an immutable ledger and make a TEE-backed
storage practically tamperproof.

3) INCLUSION PROOF
S3 places additional work on the sensors to check and verify
the inclusion proof received by the tamperproof storage.
Depending on the nature and time constraints of this check,
it can introduce non-negligible overhead for lightweight
sensors. Additionally, depending on the used tamperproof
storage, the online part of the communication with the sensor
may suffer from undesirable delays, burdening the sensing
party.

We see two approaches to deal with these challenges.
First, having an online phase immediately before sensing
is not necessarily essential as long as the sensor performs
the verification at some point. It could start sensing in the
meantime. Hence, a delay in communication or computation
may be acceptable until the inclusion proof has been verified.
The sensor could already sense and upload data to the storage
while the inclusion check is running in the background, which
would allow to tentatively start a shipment.

If such a time overhead is infeasible, e.g., for constrained
devices or short shipment durations, a TEE-based com-
putational bridge between the sensor and the tamperproof
storage could be deployed instead, as explained before
(cf. Section IV-C). The sensor would directly communicate
with the bridge’s powerful TEE and receive the confirmation
(guarantee) that the inclusion proof has been verified on the
tamperproof storage—without any unacceptable delay.

4) GATEWAY TO BUFFER DATA
While we have already discussed a computational bridge,
lightweight sensors may additionally benefit from a passive
on-path transmission gateway (cf. Section IV-C) that buffers
data or serves as a network hub (as also suggested by our
prior work [17]). Particularly, long-lasting shipments without
permanent network connectivity may exceed the storage
limitations of constrained sensor nodes, requiring a dedicated
gateway between the (trusted) sensors and the database that
receives all data from nearby sensors and uploads their data
once network connectivity is restored.
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V. EVALUATION OF SECURE E2E SENSING
The discussed scenarios each introduce stronger technical
sensing and processing guarantees. S1 adds trusted sensors
to the baseline scenario to achieve tamperproofness and
authenticity (G1-G2), and is improved upon by S2 and S3,
which also tackle the issue of data and sensor hiding (G3).
In the following, we primarily evaluate our designs with
regard to performance, deployment, and cost considerations.

A. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
Evaluating designs that focus on end-to-end-secured sensing
and data processing boils down to the performance of
the individual components. Accordingly, we now discuss
the performance capabilities and requirements on the two
core computational pillars of the discussed designs: (i) The
sensing and processing equipment and (ii) the tamperproof
storage, here, a permissioned blockchain. All reported
performance evaluations are part of our artifacts.

1) SENSING AND PROCESSING EQUIPMENT
In real-world deployments, the selected sensing equipment—
microcontrollers, storage, and peripherals—mostly depends
on the expected throughput of data and the complexity of the
processing to be performed on the sensor node. Specifically,
we distinguish between extremely lightweight 16-bit sensing
equipment, such as Sancus processors [28] running at 8MHz,
and substantially more powerful 32-bit nodes based on, e.g.,
ARM Cortex with TrustZone.

To demonstrate the feasibility of our designs, we created a
Sancus-based prototype implementation of S3. We show that
even under these limiting resource constraints, sensors can
address the requirements of S3 and easily handle, i.e., sense
and process, most payloads, as compiled in Table 1 (except
for video mon.). As we have discussed in Section IV-E,
very lightweight sensors can utilize computational bridges to
perform computationally intensive operations.

For this reason, the sensors in our prototype utilize an Intel
SGX enclave that directly communicates with the Sancus
enclaves, and which further serves as a computational bridge
between the sensor and the cloud components. In our testbed,
we thus simulate the technical requirements of S3 over
100 runs by attaching a XuLA StickIt! [46] board running
Sancus 2.1 [47] to an Intel Core i3-7100U running Intel
SGX on Ubuntu 22.04.1 LTS, with 16GB of RAM. Since
network conditions are highly use case-specific, this testbed
setup abstracts away network delay. Moreover, we do not fix
a delay introduced for communicating with the tamperproof
storage but perform all computations that would be required
for real-world deployments. These operations include the
computation of fingerprints for the tamperproof storage (cf.
Section V-A3) and signing the data to be sent to the database
with a pre-deployed public key certificate. Moreover, the
Sancus and Intel SGX enclaves are mutually attested and all
on-path communication confidential.

FIGURE 3. Computation and transmission times of data from the trusted
sensor to the computational bridge for varying payload sizes. The ‘‘Total’’
and ‘‘Sancus’’ lines are almost overlapping, with nearly all computation
time logged at Sancus side.

Thus, this evaluation focuses on the conceptual perfor-
mance of both hardware components to estimate the feasi-
bility of deploying the most lightweight sensors available.

Starting and finalizing the sensing introduces a computa-
tional overhead of 130ms; 83ms of this time are consumed
by the sensor, and 46ms are spent by the computational
bridge. These numbers exclude the deployment-specific time
to verify data inclusion in the tamperproof storage but include
all necessary steps to upload the data. In Figure 3, we further
detail the individual runtimes of the sensor and computational
bridge for common payloads in supply chains between 1 and
10KiB. The calculated 99% confidence intervals illustrate
only minor deviations over all runs, with a maximum of
138ms for Sancus and 12ms for Intel SGX. Each run is
triggered externally, simulating a manual sensing request to
the sensor. After sensing and encrypting the data, the sensor
sends it to the bridge, which re-encrypts the data and signs the
fingerprint with pre-deployed PKI keys. This setup allows us
to evaluate the longest end-to-end timings and, as such, also
serves as an over-approximation of any sensing that could
periodically be triggered by the sensor itself, i.e., which is
not triggered by an external component or party.

Our evaluation shows that even payloads of up to 10KiB
can be sent (and processed) by sensors roughly 6 times
a minute, where the sensor makes up for the majority of
computation time and the Intel SGX-based bridge only
takes between 55 and 150ms. Only large payloads, such
as high-resolution visual monitoring or specialized RFID
tags that contain large unique identifiers of up to 100KiB
(Table 1), are infeasible to be processed on lightweight
sensors. In these cases, more powerful microcontrollers
should be considered for operation, which may lead to
increased deployment costs.

2) OPTIONAL GATEWAY EQUIPMENT
In Section IV-E, we have discussed the use of a cryptograph-
ically passive transmission gateway between the deployed
sensor and any cloud infrastructure. Depending on the use
case, these gateways either purely serve as a networking hub
or also cache data during offline periods. In the first case, the
gateway simply requires minor storage for the cache. In the
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second case, the gateway only needs to buffer data until a
network connection is restored, which may take anything
fromminutes to weeks in the case of long-distance shipments.
However, for both cases, the observed performance is defined
only by the number of sensors, the data size, and the sampling
rate of attached peripherals. Considering the previously
discussed use cases, each use case would only require a data
storage ranging from 1KiB ·60 · 24 =1440KiB ≈ 2MiB per
day per sensor for small use cases like location tracking and
up to 10KiB ·6 ·60 ·24 = 86 400KiB ≈ 100MiB per day per
sensor for more extensive use cases. With visual monitoring,
the data requirements can become arbitrarily large, which
would have to be addressed per use case by the gateway.

Overall, gateways can be scaled to servemultiple sensors at
a time, leading to latency agnosticism (G5). Thus, we exclude
passive networking and storage gateways from our per-
formance evaluation, as their computational requirements
are minuscule, and their deployment costs mostly depend
on the necessary buffer storage and used communication
medium.

3) DATABASE & TAMPERPROOF STORAGE
Considering potential performance bottlenecks after the
sensing, we ascertain that all relevant components allow
for horizontal scalability: First, despite conceptually being
a single entity, the per-entity server (cf. Figure 2) can
be implemented by arbitrarily many servers to match the
required performance. Second and similarly, each actor can
utilize multiple clients for data verification depending on
their specific demands. Third, database systems supporting
vertical and horizontal scalability are well-established and
openly available [33], [48]. Thus, all components allow for
horizontal scalability and do not constitute a performance
bottleneck.

Given that all information is persisted in a conventional
database, storing fingerprints and signatures of said infor-
mation is sufficient to ensure tamperproofness. Hence, the
tamperproof storage solely serves for information integrity
and consistency purposes in our design. Since the tam-
perproof storage can be implemented as a blockchain
(cf. Section VI-A), we evaluate the performance of a
(private) Quorum blockchain [49] with a proof-of-authority
consensus [50]. To this end, we deploy four Quorum nodes
on the aforementioned server and prepare transactions on
the same server. We derive that fingerprints, along with
associated metadata, e.g., shipment or sensor IDs, result in
a payload of 124B. Along with the transaction overhead,
including headers and signatures, a single fingerprint per
transaction hence requires 267B. Preparing a transaction
(TX) with a single fingerprint—including the calculation of
signatures—only takes 20ms (on average over 1000 runs) on
our lightweight server. Hence, we are able to prepare 50 TX/s,
which greatly exceeds our needs. In a real-world setting,
this functionality would likely even run on a more powerful
(per-entity) server.

Augmenting and confirming our assessment,
Baliga et al. [51] have shown that submitting prepared
transactions to a Quorum blockchain can very well result in
a throughput of 740 TX/s, which suffices for the use cases
presented in Section III-C: Each shipment only requires a
single registration fingerprint along with two fingerprints
(initialization, finalization) per involved sensor. Irrespective
of any time constraints, merging multiple fingerprints in
a single transaction, utilizing meta-fingerprints that cover
multiple shipment events, sidechains, and sharding are
concepts to further scale such a system performance- and
storage-wise [33], [52], [53]. Specifically, prior work
on supply chain information systems already has a more
elaborate discussion on this matter [33].

Alternatively, the involved stakeholders can also agree on
another form of tamperproof storage, e.g., relying on a single
trusted entity, as we have discussed in Section IV-E.

This performance evaluation underlines the feasibility
and scalability of our E2E sensing: computationally-wise,
corresponding solutions are appropriate for real-world use.

B. HARDWARE DEPLOYMENT & COST ESTIMATES
Goods are typically shipped in crates, with several crates
fitting into a standard container. Monitoring equipment can
be installed in crates or containers, depending on the required
granularity of monitoring and the trust relationships between
crate owners and shipping companies. To map the use cases
and requirements from Table 1, less than five sensors would
be required per crate, which can, in most cases, be operated
even by a single lightweight Sancus processor. Realistically,
such a setup, including basic sensors, can be built for
approximately 10e per crate utilizing off-the-shelf IoT
sensors. Slightly more expensive sensors may be necessary
if more demanding use cases such as visual monitoring are
required.

Concerning computational hardware, Sancus processors
are not commercially available. However, Sancus is based
on the MSP430 family of processors which can give a
reasonable cost estimate if this processor would be deployed.
Specifically, the Texas Instruments MSP430FR6920 family
of processors allows for a reasonable comparison as it
provides similar features with a cryptographic unit and
memory isolation capabilities that are close in their nature
to a TEE [54]. According to the authoritative Texas
Instruments listing, these processors are available for under
2e [55]. The more powerful, TrustZone-enabled ARM
microcontrollers, are offered commercially for under 100e.
Container and crate equipment would rely on extended
storage and processing capabilities in a data center or in
the cloud [56]. Cloud-deployed TEE infrastructure, which
could serve as the computational bridge, is commercially
available at marginally higher prices than today’s commonly-
used cloud infrastructures [57].

Importantly, existing equipment from today’s supply chain
monitoring systems, specifically sensors and often also
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processing components, may be reused following our
approach. That is, the use of TEEs puts no specific require-
ments on individual sensors, while many more recently
purchased microcontrollers support TrustZone functional-
ity [26]. Techniques to seamlessly integrate and reuse sensors
in such scenarios are commercially available [58], [59], and
research to provide strong security on low-end processors
that is orthogonal to TEEs [60] might provide viable
solutions to extend the lifespan of existing equipment. For
TEE-based equipment, re-deployment and re-attestation of
sensing and processing software provide strong guarantees of
system integrity even after a potential runtime compromise,
thereby further extending the lifespan of a deployed setup.
Specifically, regarding equipment costs and operational
expenses, our approach thus satisfies G4 (affordability) and
keeps costs minimal.

Importantly, deployments need to account for extended
shipment periods of several weeks to months, potentially
without external connectivity and also without external power
supply. For these periods, optional gateway equipment (cf.
Section IV-C) can provide the necessary data storage, up to
several GiB for each connected sensor. Batteries in a crate or
container also require projections and planning of worst-case
scenarios, e.g., two to three months for door-to-door shipping
between China and Europe. Ultra-low power equipment, such
as Sancus-based sensors, would typically consume less than
1mA when active and only a few µA in sleep mode.1 Thus,
these lightweight sensors can potentially operate for several
months on a conventional 2Ah AA battery cell.

ARM-based sensors and gateway equipment, in partic-
ular devices that provide permanent wireless connectivity,
might consume several hundred mA and necessitate battery
capacities of around 1000Ah to operate without interruption
over a period of two months. Specialized equipment based
on TrustZone-enabled low-power processors, such as the
ARM Cortex-M23 and specialized low-power WiFi, might
reduce this need substantially. Our approach introduces very
limited additional processing and communication overheads
in comparison with less trustworthy monitoring solutions.
Therefore, our proposal for TEE-based end-to-end security
in supply chains will only marginally increase the power
consumption of remote sensing equipment in shipments.

VI. ASSESSING THE CONCEPT’S IMPACT
While Section V confirms the general technical applicability
and financial feasibility of our design, we now discuss its
capabilities and limitations. Particularly, we revisit the design
goals (Section III-E) and assess whether and how our design
achieves them regarding the varying requirements of different
use cases (cf. Section III-C).

1Data on power consumption stems from commercial TI-MSP430
products [61], [62]. Sancus [28] is based on the openMSP430 core [63]
but not a commercially available processor architecture, which, running on
FPGA hardware for prototyping purposes, currently has incomparable power
consumption characteristics.

A. TRUST & SECURITY DISCUSSION
In Section V, we have already discussed G4 (affordability)
and G5 (latency). Even in S3, the most complex scenario,
appropriate latencies and data throughput is achievable
while maintaining acceptable costs. Thus, we now focus
on the achieved security guarantees, i.e., dedicated attacks
by malicious parties, regardless of their involvement in the
sensing and data processing. Instead of technical measures
against fundamental attack vectors, we can also require a
respective trust relationship between the involved parties
(cf. Table 2).

1) MEASUREMENT MANIPULATION
In our context, data tampering corresponds to the manipula-
tion of sensor measurements, e.g., to cover for issues during
a shipment. The utilization of trusted sensors as of S1 with
support for remote attestation enables unequivocal detection
of such software manipulations. Moreover, manipulation of
sensor measurements is always detectable in accordance
with G1 (tamperproofness) and, at the same time, achieves
G2 (authenticity).

2) MEASUREMENT WITHHOLDING
Data hiding can be attempted if direct data tampering
is not possible, either by withholding or deleting sensor
measurements. Since each sensor numbers its measurements,
any withholding is generally apparent as a gap in numberings.
Our design further introduces online phases (as of S2)
to ensure that (trusted) sensors report the total number of
conducted measurements, allowing each party to reliably
verify measurement completeness (G3).

3) RETROACTIVE DATA REMOVAL AND MANIPULATION
As another threat, we also need to consider and discuss the
hiding of complete sensors. In supply chain scenarios where
parties cannot trust the database operator, our design S3
prevents retroactive data removal by recording fingerprints
of essential sensor information on the tamperproof storage.
These fingerprints serve as proof of existence and integrity
protection since every deletion or manipulation of a data
record from the database is noticeable, thus providing G1
(tamperproofness) and G3 (completeness).

4) DATA FORGING AND REPLAYING
Finally, malicious parties could attempt to insert forged
information, i.e., submit measurements that originate from
unauthentic and unrelated sensors or are made up entirely
(data injection). First, as our design involves a PKI for
sensors, the origin and authenticity (G2) of submitted data
are ensured, while unique and attested measurement IDs per
sensor prevent replay attacks, as duplicated IDs would be
detectable. Hence, retroactive inclusion of information would
require the deletion of sensor registrations for shipments in
combination with authenticating the forged data. Second,
while the ledger prevents manipulations of existing data
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records (G1 and G3), the trusted sensors ensure that all
signatures originating from the sensor are solely for data
originating from that sensor and not from the outside,
preventing corresponding attacks.

Our design fulfills the outlined design goals (Section III-E)
while providing a tunable trade-off between data reliability
features (G1-G3), deployment and operational costs (G4), and
general performance (G5) based on existing (trust) relation-
ships and use case-specific data reliability requirements.

B. LIMITATIONS WITH END-TO-END SENSING
While E2E sensing shows potential for large-scale adoption,
certain limitations still need to be overcome. Moreover,
organizations must deal with issues inherent to the mirroring
of physical events in digital management systems. In the
following, we specifically address physical attacks on
deployed sensors, as well as malicious shipment providers
that either cheat on their mapping of sensors to shipment
or cheat by registering duplicate sets of sensors to hide
incidents.

1) DIRECT PHYSICAL ATTACKS
Employing trusted hardware is a useful countermeasure
against compromised software, where adversaries can per-
form software-based attacks on co-located programs on the
same device. This adversary model is sufficient if the device
is residing in a physically protected environment where
access to the hardware can either be controlled or at least
be monitored. However, trusted sensors in a supply chain are
naturally deployed in untrusted environments. This situation
requires expanding the adversary model into the physical
sphere, i.e., to account for attackers gaining physical access
to the devices. For secure hardware, specifically for TEEs,
physical access has been proven to grant attackers powerful
privileges, such as performing glitching attacks and bus
snooping [64].

On Intel SGX, a well-researched, commercial TEE,
researchers have proven that voltage glitching attacks are
possible and have successfully performed fault-injection
attacks to retrieve cryptographic keys from enclaves [64]. For
Intel SGX, such physical attacks are out of the scope of the
threat model [64] and deploying a server in a data center
requires safeguarding the device against physical tampering.
Similarly, physical attacks are usually also out of scope
when deploying embedded devices, e.g., for Sancus [28]
and TrustZone [26]. This exclusion from the adversary
model may be necessary and realistic for devices deployed
in a controlled environment but fails to address all the
necessary nuances that arise in our heterogeneous scenarios.
For example, if an embedded sensing device can be physically
attacked to leak its cryptographic key material, the adversary
could fully impersonate it and its secure hardware element.
Such attacks would invalidate guarantees that the TEE should
provide and allow for all of the misuse cases described in
Section III-D.

To consider all threat vectors, sensing parties should
account for such attacks, e.g., by using tamperproof physical
isolation of the digital components or by physically hardening
their equipment [65], [66]. Most countermeasures will either
require making the device tamper-evident, i.e., to enable
the verification of the physical integrity of all devices
for involved stakeholders, or triggering the device self-
destruct when physical tampering is detected. We see these
mitigations as possible but non-trivial future work, i.e., to
augment our work and thereby extend the available security
guarantees.

2) SENSOR REGISTRATION FORGERY
Trust into any reported sensor data can only be achieved if the
underlying sensing devices are trustworthy. If an adversary
can implant their own devices into the shipment from the
beginning of the deployment process, then the existence of the
whole chain of trust is in question. As a first step to mitigating
sensor-related mistrust, we suggest only utilizing devices
that have undergone some process to verify their legitimacy.
This process would ideally include some general device
certification, but in the absence of such, any verification
process that is trusted by all stakeholders suffices. While this
mitigation takes the first steps to ensure that no tampered
or forged devices can be deployed by any stakeholder,
some remaining issues persist: Most prominently, malicious
shipment providers can register multiple sensor sets per
shipment and ensure that, even if the first sensor set records
issues with the shipment, the backup sensor set remains in
a healthy (shielded) environment. Before handing off the
shipment, a malicious shipment provider could then remove
the faulty sensors to only report the shielded sensors’ data.
Similarly, malicious shipment providers can place sensors in
amanipulated environment that differs from the intended one,
i.e., conduct physical sensor manipulation [67]. To mitigate
both issues, we suggest that future work investigates how
to (semantically) verify measurements by sourcing envi-
ronmental conditions of nearby sensors or different sensor
types. Related work on consumer IoT already considers this
research angle [68]. A similar approach could be used to also
verify sensors in nearby or previous shipments.

3) PRODUCT REGISTRATION FORGERY
Malicious shipment providers could attempt to cheat by
being dishonest in mapping sensors to physically shipped
products [67]. In this case, the shipment provider could
pretend to provide sensor data to a shipment but then only
attach the sensors to the shipping when the shipment arrives
at the next destination. Here, we envision different mitigation
strategies. First, companies could utilize sensors that make it
exceedingly difficult to replace them unnoticeably. Depend-
ing on the type of shipment, this strategy might be costly due
to the need for specialized equipment. Second, the linking
of physical products to digital data could be strengthened
through various means [69], [70], [71]. Modern marking
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approaches likemolecular fingerprinting [72], [73] exemplify
how to uniquely identify shipments. Embedding this unique
identifier into the sensor metadata then allows actors to verify
the binding between sensors and shipped products. We leave
the corresponding feasibility and affordability studies to
future work.

While these aspects are relevant to keep in mind when
deploying our proposed E2E sensing, they are also apparent
in traditional sensing infrastructures, i.e., they are not specific
to our work. Moreover, we argue that any real-world use
would inherently require human decision-makers in the loop
to make judgments and decisions based on the output of
the technical domain. This addition is not only necessary to
handle any misbehavior but also to accommodate potential
technical failures of the E2E-secured sensing.

C. RELATED WORK: LACK OF E2E-SECURED PROCESSING
Certainly, the concept of end-to-end encryption is well-known
from communication systems, such as TLS [74], and
application-tailored designs in different domains, e.g.,
CPS [75], IoT [76], smart grids [77], among others. While
these concepts focus on communication paths, their settings
do not cover the data acquisition (or sensing). To the best of
our knowledge, except for our prior work [17] (cf. Section I),
related work has not proposed comparable approaches that
also cover the secure sensing of information as part of their
E2E model (i.e., communication path). Our research on
securing the processing of sensed information along the full
communication path, from sensor to storage, thus lies at the
intersection of three topics: supply chains, trusted computing,
and blockchain technology. Next, we discuss their influences
and shortcomings concerning our proposed design.

1) SUPPLY CHAINS
Business-oriented research in the context of supply chains
and their management considers a multitude of research
directions [1], [2], [8]. The closest overlap with computer
science concerns the processing of data. Most prominently,
related work puts great emphasis on tracking and tracing
in supply chains [33], [78], protecting against counterfeit-
ing [79], [80], or recording ownership transfers [32], [81],
[82], [83], with only a few approaches proposing end-to-
end-secured information flows [84]. Such approaches have
in common that they focus on the secure processing of
information or identifiers: To date, barely any work considers
the tamperproof and authentic sensing of data (G1&G2) [17].
Simply deploying off-the-shelf IoT sensors is insufficient,
especially in settings with business-oriented, distrusting
stakeholders who might even have a (monetary) incentive
to cheat. Thus, we require concepts to securely and reliably
sense data in supply chains.

2) TRUSTED COMPUTING
Generally, a wide range of trusted execution environments,
both as research projects and as commercial products,

is available [24], [25]. For trusted sensors, we identify
Sancus [28] and TrustZone [26] as suitable TEEs, as both can
be deployed for low costs (G4) while achieving the discussed
performance requirements (G5). Other embedded security
architectures [85], [86] may similarly suffice as long as they
provide isolation and attestation primitives. Similarly, the
utilized attestation protocol and implementation are equally
interchangeable, and respective related work on improving
remote attestation can be integrated [15].

3) BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY
Supply chains are a prominent application area for
blockchains: Related work frequently utilizes blockchain
technology, most commonly when enabling or improving
tracking and tracing of products or allowing for (origin)
certification of products as well as counterfeit identification
[32], [33], [78], [87]. While these approaches deal with
the tamperproof storing and long-term availability, i.e.,
completeness of data, they are susceptible to ‘‘garbage-in,
garbage-out’’ [88], as they unreasonably assume complete,
authentic, and untampered (sensor) data as input. These
shortcomings also hold for commercial products, such as
the recently discontinued TradeLens [89], upkeep [12],
project44 [13], or roambee [14]. Generally, they largely
focus on ensuring interoperability and quality-of-operation
improvements for businesses [90] while neglecting the
reliable and authentic foundation of sensed data, which they
indirectly build on.

Thus, we are convinced that a full-fledged end-to-end pro-
cessing design is both missing and essential. Without a spe-
cific focus on supply chains, other research intersecting the
digital and physical world looks into combining IoT devices
and blockchain technology without deploying specifically
secured devices or sensors [91], [92]. As such, their work
is complementary, and our design with trusted sensors can
potentially benefit from corresponding advances, primarily
through affordability and latency improvements (G4 & G5).

4) CONCEPTUAL INTERSECTIONS
Several projects combine trusted computing and blockchain
technology. For example, Microsoft CCF [45] realizes a
replicated ledger inside a TEE. Moreover, BTAA [93]
improves the cross-domain authentication in the IoT using
both technologies. Other approaches explore TEEs for
blockchain applications [94], [95], [96], while first projects
rely on TEEs in real-world blockchain deployments [97].
Prior work [17], [67] already raised concerns about insecure
sensors and unreliable data processing for supply chains and
blockchains. To the best of our knowledge, a usable design
utilizing specially secured sensors, i.e., trusted computing
hardware, is still missing.

To conclude, we augment prior work by applying trusted
sensors, TEEs, and blockchain technology for practical use
in supply chains to provide technical guarantees. Thereby,
we reshape today’s trust boundaries in supply chains.
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FIGURE 4. Sequence diagram for S3—Tamperproof Storage: The figure shows the
complete sequence diagram of S3. After independent phases to register multiple sensors
and a shipment, sensing can start after an online phase. A similar online phase is
required to finish the sensing, requiring both beginning and ending proofs to verify the
shipment.

D. UNIVERSALITY OF OUR SENSING CONCEPTS
Even though the primary focus of our work is on the use of
E2E sensing in supply chains, and we motivated our work

accordingly, our design and the corresponding discussions
are also relevant to other application areas. In particular,
we can easily translate the foundation of our work to
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settings where mutually distrustful parties sense information
in (remote) environments. More specifically, suitable areas
are the application of shared inventory management, rental or
parking services, digitized construction sites, and smart man-
ufacturing. Especially the latter demands accurate processing
of usage and state information due to the emergence of digital
factories, where manufacturing equipment and raw material
are shared between companies. Depending on the exact
industry, accurate monitoring of tool wear is crucial to avoid
significant damages (and, in turn, costs) to the production
line. Consequently, we argue that our work and the presented
findings have the potential to also impact applications that
exceed the ‘‘simple’’ tracking and monitoring in supply
chains.

VII. CONCLUSION
The growing complexity in supply chains comes with a
need for extensive monitoring of goods and shipments
and an increase in involved stakeholders, not all of whom
trust each other. Hence, for such distributed settings,
approaches for secure and reliable embedded computing
infrastructures, specifically regarding communications and
sensing, are needed. To alleviate this situation, we presented
and discussed four designs that expand on the existing
situation of trust in monitoring equipment and data, and
that increasingly take adversarial stakeholders into account.
By utilizing trusted hardware at the sensor side and securely
communicating the sensed and attested data into a database,
which is backed by a tamperproof storage, our design
achieves a high level of data integrity at minimal costs
with real-world applicability. Our final design is, to a large
extent, capable of reusing sensing equipment in shipment
and supply-chain monitoring and builds on trusted execution
primitives to establish andmaintain trust over such equipment
for an extended life span. Despite our focus on supply-
chainmanagement, our research and the resulting comparison
of proposals for secure system designs can inform the
development of dependable distributed systems with many
stakeholders, across other domains in the context of IoT and
CPS. E.g., in smart factories or in the context of the Internet
of Production.

Overall, we show that realizing E2E-secured sensing is
feasible andmove the trust in processed data to the edge of the
sensing while establishing trustworthy long-term availability
of sensed data. These guarantees both apply to scenarios
where shipments maintain mobile connectivity and transmit
data continuously as well as to shipments that remain offline
for large periods of the transit process, as is common in
international freight handling. We provide an implementation
and a comprehensive evaluation of the E2E-secured scenario,
highlighting the feasibility, performance, and scalability
aspects of all essential components. Our work fills a gap
in literature and contributes a detailed discussion of design
choices for trustworthy and robust supply-chain sensing
that utilizes authenticated communication, a performance
evaluation of crucial components necessary for real-world

deployments, and a discussion of relevant pitfalls and
challenges. The availability of E2E-secured sensing could
also impact the reliability of reputation systems in supply
chains [98], resulting in a higher degree of automation and
more trust among stakeholders. We look forward to seeing
respective advances in both academia and industry. Finally,
our evaluation artifacts [23] are open source to support
additional research in the area.

APPENDIX
SEQUENCE DIAGRAM OF S3
In Figure 4, we illustrate the complete sequence diagram
of S3. After independent phases to register multiple sensors
and a shipment, sensing can start after an online phase.
A similar online phase is required to finish the sensing,
requiring both beginning and ending proofs to verify the
shipment.
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